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Abstract

In this paper, we show how to use qualitative
query answering to annotate CDS-to-function re-
lationships with confidence in the score, confi-
dence in the tool, and confidence in the decision
about the function. The system, implemented in
Prolog, provides users with a powerful tool to an-
alyze large quantities of data that. have been pro-
duced by multiple sequence analysis programs.
Using qualified query answering techniques, users
can easily change the criteria for how tools re-
inforce each other ~ld for how numbers of oc-
currences of particular functions reinforce each
other. They can also alter how different scores
for different tools are categorized.

Introduction

When analyzing new DNA sequence data through
available pairwise alignment and matching software,
a series of issues arise: how does one compare the out-
puts from different software packages? how does one
determine whether one package or another is more re-
liable? how can one use the results from one package
to reinforce the results from another in a systematic
way? And not least, how does one deal with the sheer
w)lume of the output (e.g. for 300 sequences of length
100-300 nucleotides, the Blastx output is 25 inegabytes
of human-readable files).

In this paper, we show how to use qualitative query
answering (GL94) to address these questions. Qual-
ified query answering enables users to specify prefer-
ences and then receive answers according to those pref-
erences. Specfllcaily, it allows a user to specify a set
of user constraints over the query domain and rank
the constraints by annotating them according to pref-
erences; accepts a query from a user and return a set
of annotated answers; and allows the user to annotate
queries and receive answers that satis[v the annotation.

A data collection system built by Gaasterland and
Overbeek ((;094) sends contiguous DNA sequences
out to a variety of software packages and parses the
human-readable output into logical facts. Each fact.
represents a match between a section of an input query

sequence and a section of a sequence in some database,
e.g. GenBank, SwissProt, or the EMBL Nucleotide
Databank, or a similarity between a query sequence
and a motif pattern, linked in turn to local multiple
sequence alignments of entries in sequence databases.

From the logical form of the output data, we use
qualified query answering to merge the "opinions" from
each different piece of software and make a qualified de-
cision about what region of an input query sequence is
a CDS and what its function is. The basic property
of this scheme is that the criteria for making a judge-
ment about the data are represented separately from
the data itself and from rules for deriving new informa-
tion from the data. This means that a set. of rules for
deriving a CDS to function mapping need be written
only once. After that, it is straightforward for a user
to change the combination criteria.

’Fo show the power of qualified query answering for
combining similarity hits against new DNA sequences,
we have devised a scheme which adheres to the follow-
ing combination considerations: (1) Within a sequence
analysis tool, partition similarities by score; (2) Within
a set of similarities involving a single protein, partition
similarities by tool; (3) Let tools reinforce each other;
(4) Look for families of proteins represented by mul-
tiple similarities against related proteins and partition
similarities by confidence in family. These criteria al-
low weak similarities in one tool to be reinforced by
other similarities in other tools. They also allow the
occurrence of many different proteins from the same
family to reinforce each other.

Once a basic set of rules are written for mapping
similarity hits to CDS and function pairs, the criteria
above are captured in a separate set of data, called user
constraints. The user constraints, declarative state-
ments that are easily changed, represent goodness of
scores, goodness of tools, and goodness of families. In
addition to the user constraints, a user provides a lat-
tice hierarchy over the symbols assigned to each tool
and to each category of score. The user can easily
change these lattices to see how making one or another
tool take precedence changes the outcome.

The next section discusses how the output from se-
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quence analysis tools is represented through logical
facts and a method to derive CDS-to-function rela-
tionships from those facts. Then a background sec-
tion discusses qualified query answering and logic pro-
gramming. The following sections show how to qualify
CDS-to-function relationships with judgements about
scores and tools in a way that allows different tools to
reinforce each other. Finally, we show how the same
approach is used to combine similarities against pro-
teins into a judgement about a function.

Representing Sequence Analysis Data
Through Logic

Available sequence analysis tools can be thought of
as producing connections between the query sequence
and sequences that appear in a variety of sequence
databases (including versions of SwissProt (BBgl;
Bai93b), GDB (Pea91), and the EMBL Nucleic Acid
Database (EMB93)). Those connections have a score
associated with them. This functionality is clear in
the Blast, Blaize, and Fasta families of sequence anal-
ysis tools (AGM+90; CC90; WL83). Each of these
tools matches a section of a query sequence with sec-
tions of database sequences and assigns a score to that
match. Blast, Blaize, and Fasta perform pairwise lo-
cal sequence alignments, the functionality also applies
to Blocks (HH93), which searches for Prosite motif
patterns (Bat91) in a query sequence and associates
that region of the query sequence with a multiple lo-
cal sequence alignment--- called a "block" -- in which
the block sequences each exhibit the prosite pattern in
question. Blocks associates the query sequence with
tile best matching sequence in a "block."

Gaasterland and Overbeek (GO94) have built a sys-
tem that runs sequences through a set of tools (Blocks,
Blaize, Blastx, Blastn, Tblastn, and Pasta) and con-
verts the output into logical facts that capture connec-
tions between query sequences and database sequences.
Each fact has the following form:1

similarity([Contig, Fr, To],
[ProteinlD, Fr_p, To_p],
,5~core, Tool).

This logical fact can be read as There is a similarity
between the input contig from DNA sequence location
front Fr to To and ProteinlD sequence localion from
Fr_p to To_p, with a score of Score using the tool Tool.

For example, for a contiguous DNA sequence, say
c030, in the region between 330 and 430, blastx asso-
ciates it with SwissProt entry P04540 and blaize asso-

t Users who send a sequence to the system choose
whether or not to use default paxameter settings for ma-
trices, genetic codes, fileters, and gap penalties; currently,
the parameter information is not included in the similar-
ity facts. However, the method described here does not
preclude utilizing that information as well.

ciates it with ’A RYB_MA NSE’:

similarity([e030, 6, 208],
[score( t eO),expect(O.OOe~),p( O.OO64 
[em bI M62622, 5149:3, 51695], bias tn ).

similaritY(leO30, 689,1018],
[score(73),expect( t.3e-OS),p(1.3e-8)],
[gb[ X 05182,865, 53@ tblastn ).

similarity([cO30, 713, I 024],
[s~ore(99),per_,,ateh(4.S).pred_,,o(4.09e-5)],
[Y M 71_ T R Y B B ,4 69, 574], blaize ).

With two straightforward rules, we have a declarative
program that derives CDS/function pairs from the sire-
ilarity facts for a sequence. The first rule invokes a
search for an open reading frame (ORF) in a contig
and for a sinfilarity contained within that ORF:

hit(Contig, Fr, To, Protein) +--
orf(Contig, Fr, To),
similarity([Contig, Fr l , Toll,

[Protein, Fr2, To2],Score, 7bol),
within(Fr l , To l, Fr, To).

The off relation can be read as There is an Orf in se-
quence Contig from Fr to To. The off relation can be
derived in many ways~ The within relation is read as
the range Frl-Tol is contained within the range Fr-To,
and both ranges have the same direction (i.e. increas-
ing or decreasing).

Thus, the rule for a hit can be read as there is a
hit on Contig from Fr to To against protein Protein if
there is an orf between Fr and 7b and a similarity with
that protein within that region, using the tool Tool.

A second rule derives a relation that relates a CDS
to function:

cds_function(Contig, Fr, To, Fen)
hit(Contig, Fr, To, Protein),
function_of_protein(Protein, Fen).

The relation function_of_protein simply relates a pro-
tein to its function. For now, this relation ties en-
zyme proteins to their enzyme code (obtained from the
EMBL Enzyme Database (Bai93a)) and other proteins
to themselves. A refinement of this rule would not as-
sume that a protein has a single function. Rather, it
would ensure that the part of the protein associated
with a given function is the part that is matches the
CDS.

Using just these two rules and a collection of sim-
ilarity facts, one can ask the following query about a
particular contig, called say c030:

2We used a method devised by Overbeek which can be
described simply as follows: look ]or a stop eodon and then
look upstream (downstream on negatiw: reading frames) for
a start codon that is not preceded by a stop eodon. If the
upstream (downstream) search hits the end of the sequence,
that is temporarily considered to be the "start" of the ORF.
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?- cds_funclion(c030, Ft. To, Fen).

The result is a list of CDS-to-flulction relationships
defined by Fr, 7b and the potential CDS Fen.

ttowcver, although this is helpful in inspecting ttle
data from all of the tools, it does not address the prob-
lem of how to combine the data from different tools.
We must do more to accomplish tile following: (1) al-
low various categorizations of scores for each tool to be
used in determining how good a particular similarity
is; (2) allow similarities from one tool to be preferred
over similarities from another tool; (3) Allow multiple
similarities from different tools to reinforce each other
in a variety of ways; (4) Allow multiple hits against
proteins in the same family to reinforce each other.
Before showing how to accomplish these items, we first
provide some background in the next section.

Qualified Query Answering
Much work has been done to explore methods to
handle user preferences in databases (see ((:CL90;
CD89)), human computer interaction (see (AWS92)).
user Inodels (see (McC88; KF88)), and artificial 
telligence (see (AP86; Pol90; Par87)). Cooperative
answering systems try to enable users to receive an-
swers that they are actually seeking rather than lit-
eral answers to the posed questions (see (Mot90;
(4 M 88; GG M N92)). Qualified query answering (G 
presents a complementary approach that incorporates
handling user preferences into the query answering pro-
cedure of a database. Once a declarative formalism
for expressing user preferences and needs as a body
of information separate from the database is defined, a
query answering procedure then takes both preferences
and data into account when providing answers.

The major advantages of qualified query answering
are threefold. Preferences can be easily altered without
touching the database. Users can ask for all answers
either with or without ttle annotation of preference or
for all answers that meet some level of preference. Pref-
erences are captured by separate bodies of declarative
information that can be changed independently. They
are: (l) qualitative labels with an ordering expressed
ms an upper semi-lattice, (2) logical statements, and
(3) aflmction for coml)ining preferences.

The notions of need and preference are reflected
through a lattice of values provided by the user. Lat-
tice values are used together with logical statements
to express preferences. As an illustration, consider a
traveler, Kass, who wants to travel from Chicago to
Amsterdam, preferably nonstop. If she has to make
a stop, she would rather stop in Washington, where
her boyfriend lives than in any other city. She abso-
lutely does not want to stop in London. We can define
a set of annotated user constraints that express Kass’
restrictions:

nonstop_flight(A, B, Date, Flight) :good.
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direct_flight(A, B, Date, Flight):okay.
indirect_flight(A, B, Date, Flights):bad.
stopover(Flight, A irport ) :fin 

,-- de_airport(Airport).
stopover(Flights,A irport) :lerrible

,-- london_airporl(Atrport).

Consider the rule with the annotation terrible:. The
predicate london_airport in the body (to the right of the
arrow) may be read as "Airport is located in London."
The atom m tile head (to the left. of the arrow) may
be read as "The flights in Flights involve a stopover in
Airport." The entire constraint may be read as "’A list
of Flights that involves a stopover in Airport is terrihle
if the airport is a London airport." (See (Gaa92) 
a discussion of natural language descriptions of con-
straints.) Furthermore, any answer that depends on
a flight that stops over in a London airport should be
annotated as terrible.

In this example, a set of five symbols {terrible, bad,
okay, good, fine} refletT.ts preference levels. Suppose the
order terrible < bad, bad < okay, okay < good, okay
< fine is assigned to the symhols; then a higher rank
indicates a higher preference. Any upper semilattice
of values may be used for ordering the symbols.

Now, when Kass asks the query "How can I
travel to Amsterdatn from C, hicago on May’ 1"?", ex-
pressed logically as, say, +--- travel(chicago, amsterdam,
(may, l,7’ime), TravelPlan), tile search space of the
query should be modified with the constraints so that
nonstop flights are noted as good; direct flights through
Washington ms fine; flights through any other city, ex-
cept London noted as okay, and so on. Alternatively,
she rnay want to ask for flights that are line or better.
Then all answers below this level must be discharged.

Suppose the lattice contains only two values, say’ un-
acceptable and acceptable with the order unacc~:plable
< acceptable. Let the user constraints on direel_flight
and nonstop_flight be annotated with acceptable and
the rest with unacceptable. In this case, the annotated
user constraints reflect Kass’ needs.

The method for handling user needs and preferences
is summarized as follows: Once a user has provided
a lattice of values and a set of user constraints anno-
tated with the values, the constraints are automatically
incorporated into a relational or deductive database
through a series of syntactic transformations that pro-
duces an annotated deductive database. Query an-
swering procedures for deductive databases aro then
used, with ininor modifications, to obtain annotated
answers to queries. In contrast with earlier work, the
only burden on users is to express their preferences.
The separation of preference declaration from data rep-
resentation is achieved througtl the use of the theory
of annotated logic programs, dedt, ctive databases, and
the series of simple transformations that. are invisible
at the user level.

Now, we shall discuss annotation in logic programs.



following closely the notation in Kifer and Subrahma-
nian (KS92). An annotated logic program comprises a
set of annotated clauses of the from:

A : cz ~-- B1 :~1 .... ,Bn :~n.

Intuitively, this may be read as "A is true with con-
fidence (or quality) c~ if we can prove B1 is true with
confidence (or quality) f~l .... , and if we can prove B,~
is true with confidence (or quality)/3,~." The LOs on the
right hand are usually combined in some way to pro-
duce the value o for the derived head atom. To illus-
trate this, we will modify the example above slightly.
The following annotated rule says that a stopover has
the annotation c~ if the airport on the right hand side
has the annotation a:

stopover(Flights, A irporf):~ ,-- airport(A irport):~.

Suppose we have two airport facts: air-
port(dc_national):fine airport(heathrow):terrible. Then
stopover(FligMs, heathrow) would receive the annota-
tion terrible and stopover(Flights, de_national) would
receive the annotation fine.

A and the Bs are atonls as usually defined in logic
programs; a and the fJs are annolalion terms. A : c~ is
the head of the annotated clause, and B1 :/31,..., Bn :
fin the body. The annotation terms are defined based
upon an upper semi-lattice 7.

The lattice reflects the rankings of the user about
the importance of states expressed in a user constraint.
For example, consider the constraints from Section .
They included a constraint about not stopping in Lon-
don, a constraint about preferring direct flights over
indirect flights, that is flights with a change of planes,
and a constraint about preferring nonstop flights over
direct flights. The user may assign the value terrible
to the constraint about London and the value bad to
the constraint about indirect flights, the value okay to
the constraint about direct flights, and the value good
to the constraint about nonstop flight.s. The bottom of
the lattice is terrible. The lattice is completed with the
top element very good, and the partial order is given
by the transitive and reflexive closure of the following
relation: terrible < bad, bad < okay, okay < fine, okay
< good, fine < very good, good < very good.

We want to allow negation in the rules and facts of a
deductive database. This can be easily done by extend-
ing the concepts of negation in normal logic programs
to annotated programs. Such an extension based on
the stable model semantics can be found in (GL94).

Definition 0.1 A user constraint v is an annotated
normal clause of the form:

A : c~ *-- B1 : 31 ..... B,, :/3~, notC~ : _1_,..., notCm : _1_.

where A : a’ is a c-annotated atom and the Bi : fli are
c- or v-annotated atoms. ¯

The user constraint v can be interpreted as say-
ing that if the antecedent of the implication, (B1 

LCl,...,B,~ :3,~, not(7~ : /,..., not(.:,, : _l_), is true
then al most A : c can be accepted to be true. For-
mally,

Definition 0.2 Let the annotated clause

A : c 4-- B1 : 31 ..... B,, :/3,,, notC~ : _1_,.... notC,~ : _1_

be a user constraint v and IA an annotated interpre-
tation. [A satisfies ~, iff for any ground instance A’ :

t t t
C 4--- B1 : /31,... , Bn : /3,1 , not(.7’, : J_,..., not(..*tr t :

A_ of t, such that (B : [31, . . ., B,, : /3~, not(:’, 
2_, ., notC~ : 2_) is satisfied in I.a. IA satisfies A’¯ . :C

only when e _< c. ¯

As a simplification to the user interface, we allow
users to pair an annotation with the head of each con-
straint as follows:

A : c +-- B1 .... , Bn, not(Tn .... , not(7,,.

To incorporate a set of user constraints into a logic
program to produce an annotated logic program, two
transformations are necessary. An initial transforma-
tion translates normal logic programs into annotate([
normal logic programs. Then a second transformation
incorporates a set of user constraints, H, into an anno-
tated program, FlA.

For more information on annotated logic programs
and the compilation procedures, the reader is referred
to (GL94)

Qualifying similarities by score and tool
The first two requirements listed two sections ago spec-
ified that each answer be prioritized according to what
tool was used to obtain it and according to the score
within that tool. To achieve this using Qualified Query
Answering, two sets of information is added to the pro-
gram in the form of user constraints:

Partition by score for each tool For each tool,
we add a set of user constraints of the form:

similarity(_,_,,q_’core, Tool) :S~--- Tool=tool l ,,%ore> 

where tooll is the name of a tool and N is a nurneri-
ca] cut-off level for Score..3 ,5’ is a symbolic value from
the lattice used for scores. For now, we use strong,
medium, and weak as score symbols. An "_" denotes
an argument of the predicate similarity that is not rel-
evant in the user constraint.

Partition by tool For each tool, we add a set. of
user constraints of the form:

3This last expression, Score > N becomes a bit more
complicated when Score axztually consists of more than one
number, as it does in the Blast fanfily of tools. The actual
implementation accommodates this complication.
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similarity(_,_,_, 7bol):T,-- 7bol=tooll.

where looll is the name of a tool and T is sonic sym-
bolic value in the lattice used for tools.

In addition to the user constraints, a lattice for each
set of symbols must also added to the prograln. For ex-
ample, for the scores, we migtlt impose a simple lattice
ill which strong > mediu.m > weak.

Suppose that the symbols that have been assigned to
each tool is tile name of the tool itself. Then, for the
tool lattice, we might impose something like the fol-
lowing for the set of tools that inclndes blaize, [)locks,
blastx, tblastn, and festa:

blastx
/ i \

blocks blaize tblastn
\ I 

fasta

Using a method called semantic compilation, the
user constraints are compiled into the basic program,
that is, into the two rules defined above, to produce the
following new annotated progranl, in which SCORE,
TOOL, S and T are annotation variables:

cds_function(Contig, Fr, To, Fcn) :SCORE,TOOL+-
hit(Contig, Fr, To, Prolein):S( :ORE,TOOL,
fun.clion_@prote u~( Prolein, Fcn).

hit(Contig, ~, To, I’rotein):S(’.ORE,TOOL÷--
orf(Contig, Fr, To),
sim.ilarity([Contig, Frl, To 1],

[Protein, FrO To2].
Score, Tool):S( :O R E,TOO L,

w̄ithin(Frl, 7bl, Fr, To).

Semantic compilation is also used to compile the the
user constraints into tile similarily data. With the user
constraints above for score and tool, each similarity
fact is transformed into the following annotated form:

similar2ty([Conii9, Fr l. Toll,
[Protein, Fr2, To2],
Score, Tool):SCORE,TOI)L.

where the vahaes for SCORE and TOOL are obtained
by applying the user constraints for scores and tools to
each similarity fact.

So, for example, the following similarity fact:

similarity(tO30, [(’.030,354,383].,
e pee (5. Oe + ),p (1. 0)],

[spl f’04540, 566,575], blastx ).

would b~- coral)lied into the following annotated fact:

similaritv(e030,{cO30, 35 4,,783],
[seo~e(35), ~=pect(5. Oe +O3),p(1.0)],
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[spI PO/t5/tO, 566, 5 Z5], blastx):weak,blastx.

given that the expression [score(35), expecl(5.0e+03),
p(l.O)] evaluates into the annotation value weak.

With this new annotated version of the program,
users can ask for cds_funclion relations that meet cer-
tain levels of score or tool or both. For example, to
ask for cds_function relations with strong scores and
a blastx level of tool a user would ask the following
query:

’?- cds_function(c030, Fr, To, Fuction):strong,blastx.

Users can also ask for each otis_function together with
its qualitatiw, annota.tion as follows:

?- cds_function(c030, Fr, To, Fcn):S,T.

From the similarity facts described above, the follow-
ing answers are returned. (Notice that in the second
and third cases, the names of the proteins have been
retained as an indicator of the function; in the first and
last eases, the SwissProt ID is used since there is no
EC code for YM71_TRYBB -- in the database that we
are using):

cds_function(c030, 350,/~04, ’)’51,171_ 7’R YBB ’):weak,blast x.
cds_funetion(c030, 2,208, emb[ M626221Ml,qC(.’G):weak,blast~
eds_fimction(c030, 968,1024,gbl X O5182) anedium,tblastn 
cds_funetion(c030, 968,1024, ’Y M 71_ T R Y B B ’):medium,blaiz~

Allowing tools to reinforce each other

To allow tools to reinforce each other, we must spec-
ify a combination fimction for the tool symbols. ()ne
possible combination function is an enumeration of a
variety of combination criteria as follows, where f is
the combination fimction:

f(blocks, blaslz) = blastx
f(blaize,bloeks) = blastx

This function defines that a hit from blaize and from
blocks should be regarded as having the same quality
as a hit from blastx4 and that a hit from blocks and
from blastx should remain at the blastx level.

Another possible combination function is least-
upper-bound, or LUB, within the lattice over the sym-
bols in question. Using LUB over the lattice above,
a similarity from blocks and a similarity from hlaize
would combine to have the quality blastx..

As described in the previous section, the user con-
straints and the combination function are compiled
into the basic program. Now, the rule for cds_funetion

4 Regardless of score, for now, for simplicity of presenting
the approach.



is replaced with the following two rules (tile compiled
rule for hit remains the same as in the previous sec-
tion):

cds_function( Conlig, Fr, To, Fcn) :SCO RE,TOO L ~--
combo_hit( Contig, Fr, To, Pro tein) :SCO RE, TOO 
function_of_protein(Protein, Fcn).

combo_hit(Contig, Fr, To, Protein):SCORE,TOOL ,----
setof((S, T), (hit(Contig, Fr, To, Protein):S,T), 
combine_scores(STs, SCORE),
combinc_tools(STs, TOOL).

Careful inspection of this automatically generated
program reveals that for a particular protein, a
cds_function mapping takes the set of similarities be-
tween a particular ORF and that protein, applies the
combination function for scores ond for tools, and re-
turns a cds_function fact with a score and tool qualifi-
cation.

Using this new program and the compiled data, the
user can again ask for cds_function facts about con-
tig c030 that are of a blastx quality with strong scores,
but this time, the tool qualification reflects the com-
bination of all similarities within an ORF. Again, this
query looks like the following:

?- cds_function(c030, Fr, To, Fcn):strong,blastx.

As before, the user may also ask for cds_function rela-
tions qualified by their annotations.

Suppose the user wants to change how the tools com-
bine to reinforce each other. Continuing to use the
LUB combination function, the user would alter the
tool lattice of symbols. So, for example, to allow fasta
and tblastn similarities to combine to produce a simi-
larity of a blaize level and to allow blaize and blocks sim-
ilarities to combine to produce a similarity of a blastx
level, the lattice is the following:

blastx
/ \

blocks blaize
\ / 
tblastn fasta

To change the cutoff levels for the scores, the user must
alter the set of user constraints, and recompile the pro-
gram.

Now, we shall turn to the issue of how to allow mul-
tiple hits against the same family reinforce each other.
Again, we can achieve this by adding user constraints,
a lattice, and a combination function to the program.

Allowing multiple similarities to

reinforce each other

When analyzing matches of a query sequence against a
database of known amino acid or DNA sequences, it is
important to remember that a set of weak similarities

against different proteins, or DNA sequence that codes
for different proteins, may be meaningful if many of
those proteins are related in function. The collection of
weak hits may indicate that the query sequence region
codes for a protein that has a similar function.

A single user constraint together with a combination
function over the symbols specified by the user con-
straint captures enough knowledge to make the rank-
ing of a cds_function relation higher when reinforced
by multiple occurrences of proteins with similar hmc-
tion. The necessary user constraint simply annotates
the function_of_protein relation used in the rule for
cds_function above with the function itself:

function_of_protein(Protein, FCN):FCN.

The combination function must reflect how the user
wants to combine a set of functions to rank a particu-
lar function. Recall that in an earlier analogous situa-
tion with the TOOL annotation, LUB was used for a
combination function. If the user desired, they could
use LUB here as well, but for this domain, it does not
make intuitive sense. Instead, we shall illustrate the
approach with a combination function that calculates
the number of times that a particular protein fimction
appears divided by the total number of appearances of
protein functions.

More formally, for a particular ORF, the fimction
for each protein that has a similarity relation with it
is obtained. Then a list made up of each protein’s
function is obtained. Let the list. have length L. Let
the functions that appear in the list be denoted by
F1, ¯ -., F,. Let count(Fi) be the nuniber of times that.
Fi appears in the list, where I _< i < n. Then the
annotation for Fi is

count( Fi 
L

This is just one possibility for a combination function.
Users are free to use whatever combination function
they wish to define.

The compilation of the original basic program with
the user constraints and combination fimctious for
SCORE (now abbreviated SO and TOOL as well as
FCN produces the following program:

cds_function(Contig, Fr, To, Fcn).’FCN,SCOrtZ.TO,:,L ~--
combo_cds_fcn(Contig, Fr, To, Fcn):FCS,SCORE.TO,:,L.

combo_cds_fcn(Contig, Fr, To, Fcn).’FCN.SC,:,I<~’.,T,:,OL ~--

setof((F,S, T),
(cds_function(Contig, Fr, To, Fcn):F,~.T, FSTs),

combine_funciions(FSTs, FCN),
combine_scores(FSTs, SC),
combine_tools(FSTs, TOOL).

cds_function(Contig, Fr, To, Fcn):sCOaE,TOOL +--
combo_hit( Contig, Fr, To, Protein) :sCOR~., TOOL,
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funclion_of_prol cin( Prol e~n, Fen).

eombo_hii(Contig, Fr, To, Protein):scottE,TouL ,--
selof((,~’, T), (hil(Co,tlig, FF, To, Prolein):S,T), 
combinc_seores(5"Ts,S(7),
combinc_tools(STs, TOOL).

hit((:ontig, Ft. 7’o. Prolein):scot~E.T,,OL 
t)rf((:ontig, Fr, To),
similarity([Conlig, Fr l , 7b l],

[Protein, Fr2, To°],,5"core, Tool):scL, r(S,To,.,L,
with*n( Fr l , To I, Fr, To).

Recall that above we chose that both combine_scores
and combim:_lools use LUB, the least, upper bound in
the lattice, for the combination fimction. Note that
either or both of these combination fimctions can be
made more complex as the user wishes in order to re-
flect, a different view of the data.

With this compiled program, a user can qualify
queries with the following: (1) specification of a par-
titular level of score’, (2) specification of apart, icular
level of tool; and (3) specification of a particular con-
fidence in the cds to function mapping. Users can also
ask queries that. quali~’ each cds_function relation with
its annotation scores.

Conclusion
The ability to annotate C’,DS-to-function relationships
with confidence in the score, confidence in the tool, and
confidence in the decision about the function provides
users with a powerfill tool to analyze large quantities
of data that have been produced by sequence analysis
programs. Using qualified query answering techniques,
users can easily change the criteria for how tools rein-
force each other and for how numbers of occurrences
of I)articular functions reinforce each other. They can
also alter how different, scores for different tools are
categorized. Without an automated method to deal
with this data, the gap between the amount of known
1-)NA sequence and the amount of interpreted DNA se-
quence will continue to increase. We have implemented
the program described here and are in the midst of run-
ning it to evaluate the output from a set of sequence
analysis software packages run on a set of DNA se-
(luences for the Myeoplasma capricolum genome. The
approach easily extends to new tools. ’Fo add a new
tool, a set of user constraints defining score partitions
and one user constraint that assigns a tool symbol to
the tool must be added to the system. The tool symbol
must. also be added to the tool lattice.

For the Mycoplasma capricolum data, Chris Sander’s
group is also looking for hits among the contiguous My-
coplamna capricolum sequences by hand. They gather
the data from the output of a wide array of analysis
tools and then display it in a manner that is easy for a
user to l)eruse visually (SS91; BOSgy). Our approach
goes a large step filrther: it allows the user to build cri-
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teria for making judgements into the analysis system.
With our approach, the same system that sends con-
tiguous DNA sequences through each analysis package
and parses the output files into Prolog facts can take
the next step of analyzing the output and assigning
flmction to (’,DSs within the sequences.

It is critical to validate the judgements about CDS-
to-flmction relationships produced by our system with
the judgements made by hand by Sander’s group and
I.)y Maltsev at Argonne. So far, the results are consis-
tent. Once we have worked through the Mycoplasn, a
capricolum sequence data, we expect to have a tuned
and validated system that. will be useful for aul.omat-
ically assigning CDS-to-fimction through logical post-
processing of output from sequence analysis tools.
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